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Rapid UTC project

•

UTC is not adapted for real and quasi-real time applications.
• UTC is calculated with one-month data batches, and available monthly
in BIPM Circular T under the form of [UTC-UTC(k)] at five-day intervals;
• Extrapolation of values over 10 to 45 days based on prediction models
is necessary to many applications.

•

•

The Rapid UTC project (UTCr) was presented at the CCTF(2012)
Evolution since CCTF(2012)
November 2012: Introduction of drift from UTC in UTCr clock
prediction
• April 2013: Final report to the CCTF WG on TAI
• June 2013: Go-ahead from the WG on TAI
• July 2013: UTCr an official BIPM product

•
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Characteristics of UTCr
•
•

Based on daily data reported (daily) by contributing laboratories;
Weekly solution, generated quasi automatically.
•

•

•
•
•

Product identified by the week number = YYWW

Computation interval of 27 to 31 days (sliding solution);
Weekly access to daily values of [UTCr-UTC(k)]
Stability of UTCr expected to be about similar to UTC since participating
laboratories represent at least 70% of the clocks in UTC.
UTCr algorithm originally similar to UTC but evolved differently
• Quadratic frequency prediction since September 2011 in UTC, November
2012 in UTCr;
• New weighting procedure implemented January 2014 in UTC, not in UTCr.

•

Accuracy ensured by simple steering in time to UTC
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Four steps of UTCr computation: 1/4

1.

Data checking
• Daily data, reported daily by laboratories.
• Data of day D must be uploaded before day
D+2, 12:00 UTC on ftp server, following
standard file naming conventions (see
guidelines in
ftp://tai.bipm.org/UTCr/Documents/)
• Automatic tasks carried out:
•
•
•
•

detection of input data
sending reminders to labs!
checking the format of recognized data
report on unknown or new data file
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Four steps of UTCr computation: 2/4

2.

Computation of time links
• TW when available
• GPS P3
• GPS MC
Gaps up to 12 hours interpolated
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Four steps of UTCr computation: 3/4

3.

Stability algorithm
• Algorithm similar to original UTC’s ALGOS, with quadratic prediction
(since November 2012) for hi’(t).
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• Daily clock data reported at 0h UTC
• Computation interval between 27 and 31 days, starting with a “TAI
standard date” and ending with Sunday of the week to be published.
• Weight computed from the clock stability over 11 past 30-day intervals
vs. The most predictable clocks have a bigger weight in UTC.
• Maximum weight = 2.5/Nclocks, 4/Nclocks in UTC algorithm.
• Test for “abnormal behavior” (different in UTCr and in UTC).
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Four steps of UTCr computation: 4/4
Steering to UTC
Each month, after CirT computation, the past UTCr Clock data [UTCrClock] are replaced by the newly computed [UTC-Clock]. See red
diamonds on the plot. This ensures the steering of UTCr to UTC.
4.
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Publication of UTCr

Every Wednesday before 18:00 UTC on
ftp://tai.bipm.org/UTCr/Results/ and on the
regular Time Dpt ftp server.
Also ASCII files with UTCr-UTC(k)
Results of the official UTCr product since
July 2013;
Back results of the pilot experiment stage in
subdirectory Results/pilot_experiment;
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Comparisons between UTCr and UTC
Not a single way to estimate UTCr-UTC.
We use a weighted average over the laboratories participating to UTCr:

Mean=-0.2ns Stdev=1.1ns

11/2012-07/2015
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Conclusions

•

•

UTCr started as a pilot experiment in January 2012
Declared an official product in July 2013 (week 1336)
Published Metrologia 51 33, 2014

•

Impact of UTCr

•

•

•
•

•

on UTC contributing laboratories: More frequent assessing of the UTC(K)
steering, and consequently better stability and accuracy of [UTC(k)]; Enhanced
traceability to UTC.
on users of UTC(K): Access to a better “local” reference, and indirectly, better
traceability to the UTC “global” reference;
on GNSS: Better synchronization of GNSS times to UTC, through improved
UTC and UTC(k) predictions.

UTC laboratories wishing to participate, see the information in
ftp://tai.bipm.org/UTCr/Documents/

THANK YOU

Thank you to all participating laboratories
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